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Requirements



HomeServer 2, 3 or 4 / FacilityServer 3 or 4
PC (e.g. TouchPanel ) with Windows operating system and .NET V3.5

General advice




HS-Camera supports simultaneous display of up to 7 camera streams. The number of
simultaneous streams that can be displayed smoothly on a system strongly depends
on the hardware (CPU, graphics card, network connection etc). For an overview page
(i.e. a visualization with various cameras) it is advisable to use „smaller” streams
(streams with lower resolution and quality) in order to relieve the system.
In streaming mode Mobotix cameras use a proprietary video codec (MxPEG). Today
this codec is not fully compatible with VLC, so replaying of Mobotix camera streams
also is restricted in HS-Camera. In single image mode replaying of Mobotix camera
images is full supported.

Installation






unzip the ZIP archive HS-Camera.zip (e.g. to c:\temp)
go to the newly created directory and start installation by doubleclicking on file
„setup.exe”.
the installation assistant will start, unzip the installation files and opens the welcome
screen

click „Next” for the next dialogue
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click „Next” to choose the standard installation folder (recommended) and start the
installation or click „Change” to choose an installation folder.
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the installation assistant now starts the installation.



installation is completed and the installation assistant can be closed by clicking
„Finish”

Please note: Starting HS-Camera first time (i. e. via desktop icon) it sets itself as an autostart
program and can be controlled by UDP-telegrams immediately after each system login.
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Now logic module 13456_HS-Identify must be installed. This module is needed for licensing
of HS-Camera.
This installation is carried out in few steps:




start HS Experte and import hslz-file (13456_HS-Identify_V*.hslz)
create a new page in logic editor and drag logic module 13456_HS-Identify_V*.hslz
from folder „Gebäudeautomation Grot” to the new page.
enter “0” in input 1 and connect output 1 to 14-Byte-Text iKo




transfer project
finished

Installation of HS-Camera is complete.
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Hints for configuration


As mentioned above HS-Camera supports up to seven camera streams. In order to
present these, up to 7 windows are needed: one main window (MainWindow) and up
to 6 sub-windows (PlayerWindows), to which various parameters can be assigned in
the configuration file.



In the configuration file colour values can be assigned to various objects. These values
need to be specified throughout in 4-byte notation (ex.: #FF1A1A1A), the first byte
(here: FF) indicating colour intensity (00=lowest, FF= highest intensity). Bytes 2-4
(here: 1A1A1A) represent a regular RGB-value.



The configuration file is based on a given XML-structure, which must not be changed.



Only the values between the angle brackets

and the values between the inverted commas may be changed.
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Konfiguration



Change to the HS-Camera installation folder and open file „HS-Camera.xml” with a
text editor, preferably one that is able to represent XML-tags (e.g. notepad++).
The configuration file consists of a total of 8 sections (home server, general, cameras,
mainWindow, playerWindows, titleBar, listView and scrollbar), whose parameters will
all be described in detail in the following.



„homeserver” section
ipAddress
port
user
password



„general” section
licenceKey
udpPort



IP address of HomeServer
IP port of HomeServer (default: 80)
A HomeServer user with user right “internal list access”
The corresponding user password

HS-Camera licence key
The UDP port HS-Camera is meant to listen to for incoming
telegrams (binding port of UDP listener)

„cameras” section
In this section for each camera an independent section named “camera” has to be
acquired. In delivery state the configuration file contains 2 cameras.

For each further camera an existing camera section can simply be copied and
adapted. You should not acquire more cameras than those that actually exist.
name
id

stretchImage

Name of camera
Internal identification number of the camera. This ID will be
needed later on for UDP-control. The IDs have to begin at 0
and must be assigned successively, without interval. With 6
cameras the IDs should be 0-5. Attention: After deletion of
a camera the IDs possibly need to be revised.
Indicates, if the picture can be expanded across the
complete window distortion free. This option can be useful
if camera streams of different formats are to be shown in
one window without producing “content free” margins.
However, this results in the loss of parts of the picture in
height or width.
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Currently only „other” and „mobotix” are supported. If it is
not about a Mobotix camera, the standard value “other”
has to be entered.
Switch on/off single image mode
Refresh time in ms (lowest valid value = 100), only for single
image mode, otherwise 0
The path to the camera stream of higher quality.
The path to the camera stream of lower quality. If not
existent, the same path as for „streamUrl1” must be
entered here.

„mainWindow” section
top
left
width
height
fontFamiliy
backgroundColor
borderColor
showBorder
showListOnClick

hideTaskBar

Upper window position (in pixels from top of the screen); is
used if no value is given in the UDP telegram
left window position (in pixels from left side of screen); is
used if no value is given in the UDP telegram
Width of window (in pixels); is used if no value is given in
the UDP telegram
Height of window (in pixels); is used if no value is given in
the UDP telegram
The font to be used in all visible areas (camera list, title bar,
etc.)
Background color, becomes visible only if no camera picture
can be shown
Color of window frame
Indicates, if window frame is to be shown
Indicates, if internal camera list is to be shown on click into
window. This parameter can also be turned on/off at
runtime via UDP telegram
Indicates, if Windows taskbar is hidden at start of HSCamera. Windows taskbar also may be shown/hidden at
runtime via UDP telegram
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„playerWindows” section
Among some general parameters there are 6 obligatory sub-sections named
„window” for the 6 additional camera windows. Only the values top, left, width and
height may be changed.
backgroundColor
borderColor
showBorder
showInMainOnClick

top
left
width
height

Background color, becomes visible only if no camera picture
can be shown
Color of window frame
Indicates if window frame is to be shown
Indicates, if current camera stream is to be shown in main
window on click into window (This enables a zoom function
quite easily. This function may also be turned on/off via UDP
telegram).
Upper window position (in pixels from top of the screen); is
used if no value is given in the UDP telegram
Left window position (in pixels from left side of screen); is
used if no value is given in the UDP telegram
Width of window (in pixels); is used if no value is given in
the UDP telegram
Height of window (in pixels); is used if no value is given in
the UDP telegram

„titleBar“ section
Similar to the QC plugin HS-Camera is provided with its own title bar with navigation
buttons in the main window.
If you want to use the titleBar, you can adapt it largely to the existing visualization
with the following parameters:
visible
backgroundColor
borderColor
showBorder
buttonClickColor
buttonDisabledColor
buttonEnabledColor
textColor
fontSize

Indicates, if title bar is to be shown
Background colour
Colour of frame
Indicates, if frame is to be shown
Colour that buttons assume on click
Colour of buttons when inactive
Colour of buttons when active
Colour of text
Size of font
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„listView“ section
In the main window HS-Camera is provided with a camera list which is generated
dynamically from the configuration.

In case many cameras have to be integrated, the camera list can reduce configuration
procedures a great deal. The camera list can be operated via finger (scroll, top,
bottom, back) and each camera can be selected directly, without any further
configuration within the visualization.
The following parameters are used to adapt the list to the visualization:
backgroundColor
borderColor
clickColor
textLine1Color
textLine2Color
rowHeight
fontSize
iconColor
iconSize
buttonBackgroundColor
buttonBorderColor
buttonClickColor
buttonDisabledColor
buttonTextColor
buttonFontSize
text_buttonTop
text_buttonBottom
text_buttonBack

Background colour
Colour of frame
Colour of list line on click
Colour of top line of list element
Colour of bottom line of list element
Height of individual lines within list
Size of font
Colour of camera icon in list entry
Size of camera icon
Background colour of buttons „top”, „bottom” and
„back”
Frame colour of buttons above
Colour of buttons on click
Colour of buttons when inactive
Text colour of button labeling
Text size of button labeling
Labeling of button „top”
Labeling of button „bottom”
Labeling of button „back”
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„scrollBar“ section
On the right margin of the camera list a scroll bar can be shown for better orientation.
To control the list the scroll bar is not needed.

visible
backgroundColor
sliderColor
width

Indicates, if scroll bar is to be shown
Background colour
Colour of slider
Width of scroll bar (in pixels)

Starting HS-Camera
After configuration has been completed and the configuration file has been saved HS-Camera
can now be started by double-clicking on the file HS-Camera.exe. HS-Camera is a background
program that is controlled exclusively via UDP telegrams, which is why it cannot be seen by
the user after starting it. Only in the so-called system tray does a camera icon appear. Clicking
on this icon with your right mouse button opens up a small pull down menu including the
menu items „Dokumentation (DE)”, „Dokumentation (EN)”, „Info” and „Beenden”, which are
self-explanatory and need no further description.

In normal use HS-Camera does not have to be started manually, because – as described
above – it was entered as an autostart program and is opened at each system login.
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UDP-control
The list of available UDP-commands is divided into three groups
 commands to control MainWindow
 commands to control PlayerWindows
 general commands
The structure of UDP telegrams is as follows:
command=command parameter1=value parameter2= value parameter3= value
There are obligatory parameters and optional parameters; the number of parameters may
vary depending on the command. The sequence of optional parameters is arbitrary. Optional
parameters are always put in square brackets in the following.
Parameters and their value ranges:
parameter
window_id
camera_id
stream_url
stretchImage
showListOnClick
showInMainOnClick

value range
0-5
0 – (number of cameras -1); i.e. with 6 cameras 0 - 5
1 or 2 (stream_url1 or stream_url2 from configuration file)
0=deactivate / 1=activate
0=deactivate / 1=activate
0=deactivate / 1=activate

MainWindow-control:
show a specific camera including window position and window size
command=showCamera camera_id=1 [ stream_url=1 stretch_image=1 top=500 left=300 height=600 width=960 ]

change to next camera (current ID+1)
command=showNext [ stream_url=1 stretch_image=1 ]

change to previous camera (current ID-1)
command=showPrevious [ stream_url=1 stretch_image=1 ]

change to first camera (ID=0)
command=showFirst [ stream_url=1 stretch_image=1 ]

change to last camera (highest ID)
command=showLast [ stream_url=1 stretch_image=1 ]

hide current camera
command=hideMain

show current camera
command=showMain [ stream_url=1 stretch_image=1 ]
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show camera list
command=showList

set position and/or size (the running stream is not interrupted)
command=setMain [stretch_image=1 top=500 left=300 height=600 width=960 ]

enable/disable showing of camera list
command=setConfig showListOnClick=1

PlayerWindow-control:
show a specific window with specific camera incl. position and size
command=showWindow window_id=0 camera_id=0 [ stream_url=1 stretch_image=1 top=500 left=300 height=600
width=960 ]

hide a specific window
command=hideWindow window_id=0

hide all windows
command=hideAll

set position and/or size (the running stream is not interrupted)
command=setWindow window_id=0 [stretch_image=1 top=500 left=300 height=600 width=960 ]

enable/disable zoom function
command=setConfig showInMainOnClick=1

Allgemeine Steuerung:
hide Windows task bar
command=hideTaskbar

show Windows task bar
command=showTaskbar

end HS-Camera
command=terminate

Special parameter „visuAlarm“:
By default HS-Camera only accepts UDP telegrams that were initiated out of the visualization.
UDP telegrams that are sent to HS-Camera automatically (e.g. when a visu-page is accessed
due to a specific event) need the parameter „visuAlarm=1” with the respective command.
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Check UDP control:
In order to check UDP control you may use e.g. the free UDP test tool by sct. Just copy an
example from this documentation into the input window (square brackets may need to be
removed), add parameter “visuAlarm=1” and send.

Create a first test UDP telegram in HomeServer:


In experte open menu item „send IP/EIB telegrams” from category „communication”
and create an empty telegram via „new”.



Fill in file card „receiver” as follows:

IP/host address needs the broadcast address of your network. If the subnet mask of
your network is 255.255.255.0, all you have to do is enter the network address (e.g.
192.168.1) with host address 255. With other subnet masks please either ask your
network administrator for the correct broadcast address or send us a request via
email. For IP port please enter the same number as before in the HS-Camera
configuration.
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Open file card „send” and confirm button „add”. In the following dialogue choose
option „text” and copy
command=showCamera_id=0 stream_url=1 stretchImage=1 top=100 left=100
width=800 height=600





Each command requires adding of CR and LF.
„OK“ completes the telegram.
Now all you need to do is insert a button into your visualization which sends this very
telegram.

→ Important, please note urgently:
A UDP telegram allows you to capture several commands at a time.

This variant must be employed every time a visu-action (e.g. activating a camera overview
page) entails several commands. Thus each visu-action requires only one telegram being
sent, which results in more stable communication.
→ Hint:
In HS-Camera model project, which you can find in our download area, you can reconstruct
how UDP control of HS-Camera works.
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